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Due to inc::reasing numbers of l)(;Ople developing high levels of 
carqiovaseular (CV) fitness there are correspondinglytr0re leaving these 
elevated states for varied reasons. The present investj.gation explored 
the po$siple need for a taper fz-cm a chronic exercise program. Anxiety 
was used as a possible indication of behavioral adap~tions to a 
decreasing level of cardiovascul'.ar and muscle endurance levels. Eighty-
two conditioned subjects and thirty unconditioned subjects were 
pre-tested for cardiovascular levels and A-State,levels of.~ty to 
three groups each detraining at different rates and styles. All 112 
· subjec;::ts were post-tested· for CV and A-State levels after. a two week 
interval. The unconditioned group showed low pre and post levels -of CV 
fitness and low pre-levels of A-State anxiety. This low level of 
A-State took a laJ:ge upward directional shift·- on A-State post-tests 
(37.6 to 40.8). The conditioned groups, who ~e detrained, dropped in 
levels of CV condition as per their level of rrodification of detrainiflg. 
. ,. "' ' ' 
Their levels of A-State anxiety dropp;d slightly over the two week 
detraini.ng interval. Significance was found at the .05 level between 
and anong subjects for the ehanges in CV levels. No significance was 
found for the changes in A-State anxiety levels. sane directional 
trends could be seen as well i:lS a possible buffering effect on A-State 
levels from elevated levels of CV fitness. 
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Chapter I 
mrRODUCI'ION 
M:xiern life and high tecimology have renoved many "natural" avenues 
for pursuing and( rrost .~rtantl~, maintaining optiimlm lev~ls of 
sanatic and cardiovascular (CV) fitness. walking, as an exanple, is 
used, as a last resort, uooe of transportation or_ as .. a specific tc:ol in a 
fitness program. Walking, enoµgh to allow the bc:xiy to maintain a "fit" 
level and pr~t. a valuable part of the bc:xiy's organization to~ 
as a result qf disea$8 (Canpon, 1963) i,s no longer a part of rrost daiJ..y 
routines. Tine and distance restraints se,rve to heighten ~s dilemna 
regarding_ walking p.S well as other possible avenues of _daily exercise 
patter.ns. 
Recently ~re,hq.s been renewed interest in many_q,,reas of physical 
conditioning progrc;IIllS. This elevation of iirportance or concern rnay in 
part be laid to reasons such as, weight reduction, possible qecreases in 
cardiovascular disease (unproven) and self-reported increases in 
vitality fran trained individuals. The result is vary~g levels of CV 
fitness .and an. increasing number of people starting or restarting 
programs as sCltlE may have had to stop programs due to injury or tine 
restraints. Fa.ch of these areas, as well as others, create unique 
requireirents both of a physiological and p~chological nature, for 
starting pro,g;tuns, the~ struqture, progression, intensity, m;xie, 
duration, warmups and cool-downs. 
Considerable errphasis has been directed·toward the reasons for 
wamdngup and cooling clown but the majority of interest has been 
dil;ected, in part,. at acute exercise to fill the infonnation void to the 
1 
general public and experts in the field. Wanning up and cooling 
down are vet:f inp::)rtant fundanental concept$ when engaging in acute 
•.. 
exercise. 1'h~ theory is rrost sound, a gradual entJ:an<;:e into and .exit 
fran ~ci~. 
When dealing with chronic exercise the basic premise is the sane; 
at tlie onset, s:tart s.low and gradually increase. However the similarity 
can end there. '!'here are -profound systemic chang:es that occur during 
long-teJ;m CT and exercise programs. These chan<;res are of a chemical, 
structural, and enzymatic nature (Holloszy, ·Refinie & Hickson, 1977). 
v 
When the .body has made adaptations to long-term physical stress there 
may hi? a n.eed ft:>r a correspondingly longer "cooling c;1.own" to allow the 
body systemS strEficient titre to readjust psychophysiologically. When 
this "chronic taper," as it will be referred to, is eliminated and a 
chronic strenuous CV and exercise sequeilce ·stops suddenly, as with 
injury or last game, the body systems are still prepare.d for the 
continued physical and paralleling psychological stressors. There 
exists a possibility that body systems may respond together to a sudden 
cesatibn of long-tenn exercise and therefore elicit and/or reinforce 
state anxie~. This interaction may be a result of .irrproved fitness, 
learned pleasurable responses generated in the brain and sa:ratic areas 
through exerc,ise. Likewise, systemic reactions maybe initiated by the 
sudden stopping of long-tenn exercise as the body systems begin to 
readjust in ~taining overall bcxiy system interbalance and 
hareostasis. 
2 
DEFINITION og TERMS 
. 
1. Acute exercise- the functional activity of the voluntary and 
involuntary muscles,foI: a sl:lort duration and high intensity. 
2. Adenosine t.riphosphate (ATP)- is the universal intracellular 
carrier of chemical energy (Clarke, 1975.J 
3. Alpha effect- a sympathetic nervous excitatory st:unuli ('I'aber, 
1977.) 
4. Anerobic- the process whereby ATP is produced in the muse le cell, 
and is therefore available as an imredi.ate source of energy for 
netabolism. These initial processes do not require o2 fer their functioning (Clarke, 1975.) 
J • 
5. Anxiety- a label denoting·. a canplex sequence . of responses 
characterized by.subjective feelings of apprehension and tension 
along with physiological arousal eg. trem;:,r, sweating, an:i 
palpitation (Borkovec, 1976.) 
6. Art:eriovenous oxygen difference (a-vo2)- the difference in oxygen content between the blcocl entering and leavipg the pu]..nnnary 
capillaries (Clarke, 1975.) 
7. Autonanic nervous system (ANS) - the part of the nervous system that 
is concerned with control of involuntary.bodily functions. It 
controls the function of glands, snooth muscle tissue, ar:d the 
heart (Taber, 1977.) 
8. Beta effect- a syrrpathetic nervous inhibiting stj.muli (Taber, 
1977.) 
9. Cardiac oug,ut- is the anount of bloc>d discharged £ran the left ox.: 
right ventricle per minute (Astrand, 1970.) 
10. Cardiovascular· (CV)- is pertaining to the heart and blood vessels 
(Taber, 1977. ) 
11. Cardiovascular and exercise program- canbines the chronic exercise 
P9,ttern'with specific exercises .for strength gain as well a,s 
specific muscular.end:urance ilrprovernent. 
12. Catecholamines (CAS)- biologically active ·amines, epinephrine and 
non~pmephrine, derived fran the· amino. acid tyrosine. They have 
a marked effect on the nervous·and cardiovascular systems, 
net:al::)Qlic, -temperature, and, snooth muscle (Taber, 1977.) 
13. Cent;ral nervous system (CNS),... is the brain and spinal cord, with 
their nerves ar:id end organs thatcont.rol voluntary acts (Taber, 
3 
1977.) 
14. ~onic bracing- long tenn and constantly elevated levels of 
rrn.iscuJ.ar tension bo_th ·general and in SP,E!cif.ic areas. 
15. Chronic exercise pattern- a continuous; 12 to 16 vveeks; min. 3 
days/week, rrax 5 days/week; 30-60 min; cf endurance type 
activities; usin<] large muscle areas in a rhymical and repeating 
rnarmer. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
Chronic exerci,Sj=- the functional activity of·the voluntary and 
invpluntary muscles of varying duration and in~sity, with a high 
frequency over tirre. 
Chronic tare- is the gradual reduction of frequency, intensity and 
duration o exercise from a chronic cardi.'ovascular and exercise 
program or pattern. 
S?9iritive anxiecy- is a conscious awareness of unpleasant feelings 
about self or·externa1 stimuli (Schwartz, 1978.) 
Cool down- low intensity (a gradual decl.1:11e activity, sport 
specific and/or of a general nature, including stretching done at 
the conclusion of elevated levels of physical activity. 
Creative Fhosphate (CP)- is used for the resynthesis of the 
adenosine triphosphate fran adenosine diphosphate and phosphate 
(Astrand, 1970.) 
Detrain:i,ng- the gradual exit fran a chronic cardiovascular and 
exercise program. Decreasing the intensity, duration, frequency 
and possibly the mode of the existing exercise program. 
End diastolic volme- is the arrount of blood.in the left ventricle 
at the end of the relaxation phase (Taber, 1977.) 
Endorphins- are naturally occurring peptides with opiate like 
properties (Jackler and Steiner, 1979.) 
End.systolic Vdlme- is the arrount of blood in the lefi; ventricle 
at the end of the contraction phase (Taber, 19_77.) 
Epinephrine (E) ~ norepinephrine (NE)- belong to a group of 
chemicals known as catecholamines and are frequently referred to as 
syrrpathaninetic amines because they have the same physiological 
effect as ~ sy.rcpathetic nervous system. Norepinephrine is rrore 
effective .in vasoconstriction and ·epinephrine has a rrore pronounced 
effect on carbohydrate· metabolism. ·Both are secreted. fran the 
.adrenal,m:dulla. Epinephrine affects a:11 structures of the ~y 
.~ervated by the ~thetic nervous system and thereby reinforces 
its actions (Kimber and Gray, 1966.) 
Exercise pattern- is the intensity, duration, frequency' and mode 
for physical activity. 
4 
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27. ~im:mtal interval- will consist of a two week tine period 14 
days. 
28. Golgi bodies- are nerve endings distributed arrong the fascicles of 
a tendon and cause reflex inhibition of the muscle to which they 
belong. the Golgi tendon organs rronitor muscle tension, rather 
than ~ength and inhibit alpha neuron discharge (Clarke, ;J..975.) 
29. Hareostasis- a state of equilibrium of the: internal envircment and 
rela1;:ive constancy of the body fluids (blood, lymph, tissue fluid) 
q,5 to their chemical and physical properties (Taber, 1977.) 
30. Hype;:cl.ctive neurc:muscular states- are elevated muscular tension 
levels. ' ' " · 
31. ?u?9thalalrus- it contains neurosecretions which are of importance 
in the control of certain rretabolic activities, such as maintenance 
of water balance, sugar and fat rretabolism, regulation of body 
terrperature and secretion of endocrine glands. It is the chief 
subeortical region for. the intergration of sympathetic and 
parasympathetic activities (Taber, 1977.) 
32. Limbic system- is an older portion of t.he cerebrum related to 
ancient olfactory regions which are particularly associated with 
ercotion provoking stimuli. This region seems to coordinate sensory 
data with bodily needs, with the requir.erre...11.ts of the · viscera 
(Taber, 1977. ) 
33. Maximal o?CYge;i cons!:!!Etion {~VO ) - is the maximum aerobic 
capacity; it llTiplies the stage wh&-e the greatest arrount of oxygen 
can be used in cellular reactions (Clm.·ke, 1975.) 
34. 
35. 
Non-conditioned- individuals who are not presently involved in a 
chronic cardiovascular or exercise program. Also any individuals 
who have been out of such a program for,a mini.mum of 8 weeks. 
Oxygen (0 j- it is the only element that enters the organism in a 
free sta.f.t and used in the process of oxidation (Taber, 1977. ) 
36. ParaSyrtJ?athetic nervous system (PNS)-. is the craniosacral division 
of the autonanic nervous system. Stimulating of this system 
generally produces vasodilation of the part supplied, general fall 
in blood pressure, contraction ofj:he pup.1.l, capious secretion of 
thin siliva, increased gastrointestinal activity and slowing of the 
heart (Taber, 1977.) 
37. Physical stress:.. is the result prodµced when a structure, system or 
organism is acted upon by a s;tressor (Taber, 1977.) 
38 • .Physical stressor- is an agent or condition exercise capable of 
producing stress (Taber, 1977.) 
39. Psychophysiolm- the physiology of the mind; science of the 
co~elation of body and mind (Taber, 1977. ) 
5 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43." 
44. 
Reticilla.r fomat:.:iron- is groups.of cells and fibers arranged in a 
diftuse network throughout the brain stem. These both fill the 
s:e,aces .and connect the tracts which ascend and descend through the 
area. They are inp::>rtapt in contrOlling or influencing alertness, 
waking, sleeping and various reflexes (Taber, 1977.) 
Self-stimulation- is daronstrated learning through the stimulation. 
of brain areas rather than biological deficit for drive or reduc-
tion of a drive with a biological satisfier (Olds·ruid Forbes, 
1981.) . 
SCmatic tension- is the condition of strain or stretching of body 
wall sti:uctures such as the muscles. 
State anxiep: (A-State)- is a transito:cy enotional state or 
condition o the human organism that is characterized by 
subjective, consciously perceived feelings of tension and 
apprehension, and heightened autonomic nervous system activity. 
A-State may vary in intensity and fluctuate over tine 
(Spielberger, 1970 • .) 
Steady state- cond;i.tion denotes a 'WOrk situation where oxygen 
uptake equals the oxygen ,requirement of the tissues; consequently 
there is no.accumulation of lactic acid in the body (Astrand, 
1970.) 
45. Stroke volurre (SV)- is the anount of blood ejected by the left 
ventricle at each beat. Anpunt varies with age, sex and exercise 
(Taber, 1977. ) 
46. 
47. 
48. 
~athetic·nervous system (SNS)- is the thoracolumbar division of 
e autonanic nervous system.. Stimulating this system produces 
vasoconstJ::iction in the part supplied, general rise in blood 
pressure, erection of the hair, goose-flesh, pupillary dilation, 
secretion of small quantities of thick saliva, supression of 
grastrointestinal activity, and acceleration of the heart (Taber, 
1977.) . 
Trained individuals- in the general sense, are those who are 
pre5,entJ.y partispating in a chronic cardiovascular and exercise 
program·and stressing systems to 75 to 85% of naximum. (With 
regard to this study it is a score of 9 or better on the Ohio 
State Step test. ] 
Trait anxiety (A-Trait)- refers to relatively stable individual 
differences in anxiety proneness, that is, to differences between 
people in the tendency to.respond to $ituations perceived as 
threatening with elevations in A-State anxiety (Spiel.berger, 1970.) 
49. Ventilation % )- the anount of air rroved by the lungs (Clarke, 
1975.) 
50. Wc:u:m 9E- .low intensity activity, sport specific and/or of a general 
nature, including stretching, done prior to intense·physcical 
activity. 
6 
DE[JMITATIONS 
The levels of fitness and· anxiety under-'.study in this investigation 
were delimited to 112 male volunteer subjects ranging in age fJ;Cm 14 to 23 with a maan age of 16.2 years. 
The levels-of conditioh were generated through participation on a 
sports team for· the. full :;eason. The sports teams involved were; cross 
country, basketball,· footl)all, track and field, golf and wrestling. 
All subjects were·un.tnjured and participating in all facets-of 
their sport at the tine o.f·testj.ng. 
LIMITATICNS 
The following a~ are looked upon as limiting factors 
concerning- this ·research: · 
1. There may have been -outside influences affectirtg · ievels of A-State anxiety. 
2. The l~els of fit:ness were retrospective. 
3. Mherence to exaccise curtailment was difficult to rronitor 
even though'verbal·carmitrrents were established. • 
4. Adherence to exercise stress levels, high enough and when 
specified, to effect the deµaining process. 
5. Errors in counting pulse rates during the OSU step test for 
CV levels rray have occurred. 
7 
FROBLEM 
Should altemative. programs ·be utilized when a long-teJ:m CV clild 
exer~~progi;am.is SUQdenly '1:Emqinated? Gan. a sudden ~t fran chronic· 
exercis~ -be IlPditied, thus reducing any p~chophysiologicaJ. snack to 
conditioned systens, of ·.the ~al.thy (uninjui;:ed) athlete? 
., 
PURPOSE 
~ pittp;,se of thi~ .stµd,y will be to explore the need for a chronic 
taper frc:m long-teJ:m CV and exercise programs. revels of state anxiety 
will be utilized as a possible indicator of cognitive, physiological and 
behavioral adaptations to the decreasing levels of cardiovascular and 
.I!UlScular endurance when exiting a strenuous, chronic CV and exercise 
regirre. Further' pos_sible rrodifications for the chronic taper will be 
ewlored in relation to their effect on state anxiety levels. 
Se~~ research hypotheses were fo:i:nulated relative to state 
anxiety levels and the stopp:lng of a chronic exercise program and the 
corresponding decline in cardiovascular· states: 
1. State anxiety indicies for non-conditional individuals will show a 
high and stable levels of a state anxiety for the experimantal 
intezyal. 
2. State apxiety indicies of well-conditioned individuals would be 
expected to rise significantly when they stop a chronic exercise 
pattem suddenly and petio:nn only daily living activities with no 
additional exercise patterns for the ~irrental interval. 
3. State anxiety indicies of well-conditioned inoiV'iduals ~d be 
expected to rise less.sigru.fican,tly when they stop a chronic 
exercise pattern but -taper with a. personal choice of physical 
exercise node but at a predetennined frequency of three days per 
week (M:m-Wed-Fri) for the experirrental inteJ:val. 
8 
4·. Sta~ anxiety indicies of well-conditioned, individuals would remain 
close or rise only· slightly frc::m levels maasured at the conclusion 
of their chronic exercise pattem, if they per-for.med a structured 
and directed tapering program at a frequency of three days/week 
~ 
(M-W-F-) for the experirrental inteJ:Val. 
9 
ACtJl'E EXERCISE 
Chapter II 
REVIDv OF LITERATURE 
The study of anxiety·in relation to long-term effects of san= of 
the acute exercise treatments, has been long neglected (Franks 1969). 
~ psychophysiological changes created by acute exercise are indeed 
many (Astiqnd, 1970; Clarke, 1975; de Vries, 1966; Jen~en, 1979;" 
' 
Cureton, 1971; M::>rgan, 1973; Windl;Ier, 1918; Barnard, A.. J., 1973; 
Barnard, R. J., 1976; t-o:i:ten, 1975; Wilson, 1981; Percnnet, 1981; 
Hartley, 1972; de Vries, 1968) and a substantial clarification of 
these changes along with ·the effects of wanning up and cooling down 
are necessa:i:y to establish a base line and frarre of reference. 
Warming up and cooling down are inportant concepts with regard to 
exerci~ (Astrand, 1970; Clarke, 1975; de Vries, 1966; Jensen, 1979; 
Cureton, 1971; t-organ, 1973: Windtter, 1978; Barnard, A. J •• 1973;' 
Barnard, R. J., 1976; furten, 1975; Wilson, 1981"; Peronnet, 1981; 
Hartley 1972; De Vries, 1968). Still, the practice of ~g·up is 
wide spread but is surrounded with sore controversy. ·rt must be kept in 
mind that the following possible benefits of wanning up rey, at least in' 
' part, depend. on an e!evated body tE;!mperature of a belief that a 
t:enperature increase ,is ilrportant (Clarke, 1975). 
Wa:r:ming· up rey: l. increase the speed and force of nniscle 
caitractian, 2. inprove ne.cessary coordination (activity 
10 
related-especially accuracy daninated activities) , 3. help prevent 
injury to rrtt.iscles, tendons and ligatrents, 4. bring on the steady state 
nore readily, 5. contribute to gz-eater o2 cOilSL"II1ption and thereby ~ 
reliettes dependence upon the anaerobic process, .and 7. increase blood 
flow in the vascular beds o~ working muscles and decreases in skin and 
viscera. 
Ccoling down frcin acute exercise may even be rrore important than 
watming up (Jensen 1979). 'l'he cool down process .allows: the large· 
muscles to assist blood flow back to the heart, the muscles to alleviate 
lactic acid buiJii up and, a key elenent, the body systems to slowly 
regain nontal activity levels (Astrand, 1970; Jensen, 1979). Stretching 
routines are being utilized, as well as sport specific ~ercises, to 
facilitate the aforem:mtioned benefits. 
The physiological responses to acute exercise are ones of support 
for the increased system demand for o2 and nutrients (Astrand, 1970; 
Jensen, 1979). To logically illuminate these changes I will look at the 
organ, systan or responses involved and re~te the specific changes: 1. 
Heart Rate increase from approx. 60 beats per min. to approx. 200 beats 
per min. These paramaters are. influenced by age, condition, attitude, 
heat and cold to nane a few. The heart rate will increase with 
increased. work up to the maximum for the particular individual. 2. 
Stroke volurre will increase until approx. 40 percent of rrax. heart rate. 
3. cardiac oug,ut will rise fl;an 4-6 1/min to approx. 20-30 1/m 
(untrained). , 4. Arteriovenous oxygen difference (a-vo2 diff.) at 
rest is approx. 50 ml of o2 per liter of l;llood and during exercise 
rises to approx. 150-160 rnl of o2 per liter of blood. 5. Oxygen 
co~on CV02) increases with increased work load. 6. Respiratory 
re:3P?nse to exercise is a fairly linear response, as exercise incr~ses 
' 
so does the anount of air (VE) rroved by the lungs. Resting levels are 
1 1 
_approx. 5 to 7. 5 l per min. tq exercise generated levels of 100 to 200 
~/min depending on the individuals vital capacity. 7. Blood pressure 
response ·is a rising systolic pressure witll .µicreased work and a stable 
, or slightly decreased diastolic pressure. a. Ci;rcula;t:;orX re~se is 
one of shunq.ng blood to areas of the bcx:iy where it is needed nost. 
Large axrounts of blood are redirected frcm gut and other nonessential 
areas 'to .the working muscles. Tne heart is accelerated through 
syrcpithetic re~tion to inc., blcod flow and· blood flow to surface 
sldn capil.iaries is adjusted for internal tetrperature regulation. 9. 
Bloc;:,d respqnse to exercise is a heriu concentration '(inc. o2 carrying 
capacity}, inc. in temperature and a decrease in PH. These three 
changes plus law o2 tension levels at the cell cause an o2 
dissociation curve shift to the right, therefore rrore o2 is available 
to the working m.iscles. 10. '!he~ for high intensity w::,rk is 
carbohydrates·. rower intensity work for longer duration will depend 
ncre on fat. 
The synpathetic section of the autonanic NS is directly involved in 
system reactions to acute exercise (Pe.rennet, l.981). Scmeoi these 
autonanic reactions have been set ;forth previously (HR inc etc) but 
there are ot:11ers that q.re acute but also may be inplicated in IIEny 
chronic psychophysiological adapations. Stim.llation of the autonanic 
nervous systen (ANS) during exercise brings on the following reactions 
(azrong others) td varying degrees:· diaphoresis, salivary· 
vasoconstruction, glucose released from the liver~ decreased urine flow 
fi-an the kidneys, decreased peristalsis, sphincter construction, 
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metabolism increq.ses alld an increased rrenta.l activity. The adrenal. 
" glands both cortex and .medulla increase secretions (Kimber, Gray & 
Stackpore, 1966). These secreb,ons, eP,inephr;i.I}e (E) and norepinephrine 
(NE) , are very int:ortant. They effect the structures innervated by ~ 
sympq.thetic nervous system (SNS) (Kimber, et al 1966). 
Muscular exerction of an acute and aerobic nature was found to 
redµce anxiety levels by 85 percent (M:>rgan, 1973; Wilson, Berger, and 
Bir<tl, 1981). Vigorous physical exercise.ha~ also been shc1Nn to provide 
significant relief fran h~active neurcm.iscular states (de Vries, 
1968; de Vries, 1972; ~ollandsworth, 1979). 'Ihese r~uced levels of 
muscle tension occur because of changes in the proprioceptive feedback 
pattems.as the exercise interferes with the chronic bracin~ patterns in 
the.skeletal musc;le (de Vries, 1968). The idea ~ing that behavioral 
systems.only haye so IIU.1ch space. Noxious affects, such as anxiety, can 
occupy this space as an ongbing event in the scmatic and cognitive 
systems. An activity of a neutral type, exercise being one, can be 
entered. into the system and it will carpete, for system space, with the 
ongoing activity and cause the cycling activity to decrease (Schwartz, 
Davidson & Goleman, 1978). 
CHRCNIC EXEOCISE 
Those whose "da,ily routine involve work:ipg until he sweats may be 
keeping fit" (Cannon, 1963, p •. 199) because he is not allowing vital 
system .organization and develoµnant to atrophy. The concept of chronic 
exercise is m,icp rrore diverse and ccnplex than "sweatin9'" daily but this 
does give·~.a concept.to cansid~ as well .as a reference point to work 
' 
£ran. 
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A- cpronic . exerc:i.,se P9,tt~, to be effective in. producing _changes, 
rcµst have certa..:j.n capponen,ts. Patterns must .be continuous,. 12 to 16 
weeks and q.t least 3 days to. an optj.mum pf S days. Thirty rninµtes or 
IrQre pf strenuous (syi;;:tanic stre~sing: c;v and muscular) exercis~ qf the 
Emdurance type and using large mu$cle areas in activities of a rhymical 
and repe":ting nature .{Ismail, 1977; y"ensen, 1979; Astrand, 1970). 
Progrart1.5 of thi!i type will affect physical fitness rrea.si.;ires. These 
.fitnes9 parami~ _shifts are vital to allow cqupling of a physiological 
~nent to the conc~pt· of ~ety (Franks, 1969). 
It .becoITes very important at this juncture to clearly delineate the 
physiological changes It\,mifested through chroni9 exercise. SiI}ce the 
body reSJ:X)nds spocifically tq training stress (Jensen _& Fisher, 1979) I 
will address chang~ in strength, C:V system and the muscles as a result 
of a cp,ro~c C:V ar\d exetcise program. 
Jensen et. al. {1979) and Astrand (1970) begin by explaining hew 
the n5=r"Ve patl1\\-a.ys and .i.rrlpqlse transmissions are irrproved through 
aerobic and strength, training. The neurological changes allows donnant 
rmscle fi.pez-s to becare c;1ctive. The increas~ is approx. 30 perc;ent from 
60 perc.!311:t of the muscle fiber9 to 90 perc!'=Ilt. Fibers also in.crease in 
size (thickness) and tjle arrount of muscle proteins such-as actomyosin as 
well as glycogen ang v{ater tl].ey contain. Stress in trai.Iµ.ng causes a 
thickening pf ligqrcents an~ tendon? because of .an µicreas~, in pr:unary 
cellular multiplication as well -as an increased- $Upply ot capillaries 
within ~ muscle. fat within .the mus9le is also ~99-uced, :µicreasing 
mµscle efficiency in.ae:robic-programs. 
Muscle chemistry is altered through chrorµ.c aerobic, training. The 
effectiveness of enzyrces and coenzyrces increase with regard to the 
.. 
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decomposition of. reserve nutrients in ffi45Cles, allewing ,rrore., energy for 
work. Lactic acid .. production is decreased~ muscle work load. · 
Inhibi to:r.y mechanisms· of muscle contractions may also ht:!' redua;ct 
through ~ive training. This .allows ~- Gbl9"i organs within the 
rm:iscle fiber to be, sarewhat shielded (because of thickened connective 
tissue) and pennit hi~her ntuscle tension levels to be developed. 
Endurance type activities bring about changes in the CT system as 
well as the rcruscles •. .Total heart V'olune as well as muscle mass of the 
trained heart' increases. 'Ule larger heart volume leads to an jn~eased 
stroke volume both .ati· rest -and 'during work. There is an increased end 
diastolic volume, inc. contractility of the heart and a ..corresponding 
smaller end systolic volune during oork. Resting heart rate -c.ecreases 
as well as rates-during submaximal oork loads. 
Younger ·people appear' to inc. their a-vo2 difference but this 
dpes' not appear to be so in aging individuals (50+). There Day be a 
decrease in resting blood pressure through conditioning. The.1.·e· is 20 
· pez-cent to 30 percent increases in maximal oxygen consumption (max 
vo2). Lactic acid build up at sul:maximal levels of oork is 
decreased. Also the ability- to work at a higher percent of max vo2 
and 1::olerate elevated levels of lactic acid have been derronstrated. 
Biochemical changes· are also substantial. Total muscle ·myoglobin 
is incr6a$ed allowing a faster rate of diffusion for o2 through 
IIlllSCle cell cytoplasm to the mitochondria. An increase in number and 
size of mitoGhrondria. Enzynes in the Krebs cycle and hydrogen-electron 
transport system increase in activity and number thus allowing the 
skeletal IIDlscle to elevate i'ts capacity to oxidize glucose and fat for 
energy. 
1 
Glycogen stpres are increased in the rnuscl~ and aret used up at a 
sl(z)wer z-ate during wcu:-k because of an increas.ed oxidative capaci-t;y for 
• 
fatty acids. .Stores of adenosine tripnqsphate (ATP) in the mqsql~ may 
inc. by 25 percent with training. Creatine phoSPhat:e. (CP)· _also m~ease 
as well,as .the systems glycolytic,capacity. 
This is by no means, an all inclusive l.i,st. of p.p.ysiologis:al changes 
but it is a brief but clear pre~entation of the varied adaptations made 
by the body to c.h:tonic physical stressors. Actually these changes may 
"be viewed as rcovements tcy,ard. the opti.mal or proper functioning patteJ;;ns 
of the human body (Van Toller, 1979) .• 
Chronic training also ins:iuces m:x:lifications ,. of the autonomic 
nervous sy::,~ (Hahner, 1968). Physically trained individuals may be 
parasympathe'j:.icall y dor(linant, but under stressors they are capable of 
greq.ter sympathetic stimulation tl}ail the untrained (Hahner, J.968 & 
Peronnet, F. , Clet"ous, J. , Perrau-1. t, H. , CoUpineau, D. , DeChamplain, J. , 
Nadeau, R., 1981) • Hahner ~1968) also showed that the ~thetic· 
, section of the autonanic nervous system (ANS) may also be toned in. these 
individuals and ~uld exert control if the proper stimuli were imparted. 
It has been further derconstt:c1ted by Pet'onnet (198J) i:hq.t ~e is a 
reduced syn;,a:thetic drive and heart. sens;itivity to ~thetic 
.stimulatj.pn after training. These .aspects of ANS cl)ang~ ~y be 
itrp,rtant when looked at in relation to a link with the cent;i:"al nervous 
sys~ (~scorJ.a & S9lcm:m, 1967). 
~pg-tel:1n p.p.y;;icaJ_ activity ha9. ·beer). shown to ~ve a subst.;mµal 
role in developing and sustpining ones .mental health and rrood states 
(M:>l'.'gan, l~73; ~rgan and PQllocJ<, 1~77; Jones &· Srqith, 1980; Ishrni.al & 
I 
YO\J,Ilg, 1977; Silva & Schultz, 1981; Paxton, 1981; Jette, 1971; 
~ 
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Folkins, 1981; Wilson & M:>rley, 1980: Young, 197?). It was reported: by 
M:)rgan (1977) and V.E. Wilson (1980) that elite marathon runners have ~ 
positive mental state. This state is looked on as a result of training 
• 
and canpetitiort since these runners were ·equatable with other 
I 
psychological traits of the general pUblic. Also the. anount of training 
for a class marathon (Male-under 2 hr. 20 min. arid female 2 hr. 35 min) 
rreans many rronths of strenuous Cv and exercise training thus giving the 
body the~ and stressors for system changes to occur (Franks, 1969). 
Wilson (1980) also reported better rrood states between marathoners ·and 
joggers and the joggers an?- non-exercisers thus alluding to not only 
exe;rcise itself but also the quality, quantity and duration over ti.rte 
may be ircp,rtant in effecting mental and mood state. It has been 
· further denonstrated that physical fitness training allows for a 
generalized reduction.in somatic tension levels (Iazarus, 1975 & de 
Vries, 1972) • With the psychophys£ological changes just discussed 
there also appears to be a heightened awareness of physcological 
responses and perceptions of effort (Pollock & Schmitt, 1979; 
Hollandsworth, 1979). 
The psychophysiological changes that have been discussed support 
the concept of a sanatopsychic phenareia which states that body changes 
may alter mental attitudes (Folkins & Amsterdam, 1977). All of such 
.. 
changes have been in the positive direction as the body increased its 
fitness levels. ~eton (1~63) ~nstrates a possibl.e negative 
directional influence with decreasing fitness. Cureton (1963) showed 
that decreasing physical work capacity may have a role in the 
¢h=velOJ:%('1;I1t of psychiatric depression. Certain specific factors vvere 
found to be correlates of personality deterioration. These factors 
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~ were, accumulation of fat, loss of muscular strength, slowing of [: 
,_ 
~'. 
~, 
' 
reaction tiire and a decrE¥1se in ventilation. 
Hol.tres ·& Yasuda (1973) have shavn that life change events working 
adaptive ,efforts by the body, that are faulty -lower body resistance and 
increase the probability of disease. The body nay have lost its 
advantage, physiologically, to canbat disease. 
Cannon ( 1963) states that when hareostasis can be shifted in one 
direction there may very wel],. be autanatic controlling factors that will 
be activated to supply an opposing force. It nay be that as the body 
rrove~ away from the physically conditioned and possibly the 
psychologically uplifted levels that heightened anxiety levels are 
ei~ triggered or perhaps arrplified to as a result of the conditioned 
physical state. 
ANXIErY 
Anxiety may be viewed as a label denoting a ·carplex sequence of 
responses characterized by subjective feelings of apprehension and 
tension along with physiological ~usal eg. trenor, sweating and 
palpitation (Borkovec, 1976; Speilberger, 1966 & Speilberger, 1972) • 
Along with this anxiety must be envisioned to manifest all of three 
separate but int;.eractj.ng response caaponents. Cognitive·behavior, rrotor 
behavior and physiological behaviors. These three factors may be 
separately inf.;I.uenced by different;environnental,conditions at different 
m:ments in time and could even display different learning principles 
(Borkovec, 1976; Schwartz, Davidson. & Goleman, 1978; laZa+:"US, 1975 & 
Martin, 1975). The cognitive can be further broken down into right vs 
left hemispheresm;di~ted and-rrotor Cqn be b~oken down into skeletal and 
autonanic (SchwaJ::'tz et. al. 1978). 
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As ,cµuaety. is· elicited and measured it,is consiqerecr to be a 
• 
function of'..external and/or internal cues: (Borkovec, 1976). 
Ektemal Cues=, Environrrent and past ,histo.ty of leaming= fear 
response* 
Inter:nal Cues;: V~bal~.antl non verbal, mages, physiological activity and' 
propreoceptive or: perceptual feedback fran:i. skeletal· 
behavior. 
:Ct must be further recognized that individuals. will vary greatly in 
their~ personal history in regard to each of the three canponents. 
These diff,erenaes will result in varying levels of intensity and/or 
importance of the r~sponse fran each canponent in.reaction.to a certain 
feared stimulus (Borkotrec, ·1976). 
As example of how this differential in leaming and history may 
apply is as follows. A cognitive appraisal could be that the subject• 
was or is in very good physical shape. He or she understands this £ran 
prior knc,wledge and the ,physiological manifestations of :ilrproved 
condition realized fran a pet'!;ional part history of repeated physical 
endeavors, ooth in poor phy:sical condition .. and in superior condition. 
levels of informat,ion within a COll!?Onent and manipulation of cc:rop:,nents 
.may affect later changes.in the response of one· or both of the remaining 
carp:,nents JBQrkovec, 1976). This multi~sional. structure of anxiety 
can mirror neaningfUl patterns of physiologicaI processes. that are tied 
to-particular behavioral and.ex:perj.ential states (Schwartz et. al., 
1978}. ,.. 
* [Since tba response patt.ems .of .. fear'a;aild anxiety have not. been 
shown to differ tpe tenns will be· used interchangeably 1Bo;r:koyec., 1976 & 
Speilberger, 1972).] 
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There is little doubt ~t physiologj.cal and visceral activity can. 
contribute to the quality and intensity of enntions experi~ces (Kelly, 
1980). Port:ions 9f the central nervous system (CNS) responses when 
stinw.ated also elicit behavioral·changes which would noxmally'be 
associated with CV ad~ust:ment (Kelly, 1980). 
Exercisers report less scrratic and rrore cognitive anxiety 
(Schwartz, et. al, 1978). With this exercise induced decrease in 
sana:tic anxiety levels, behavior may be directed either by rrovem:nts to 
eliminate disturbing or· annoying stimulation [interruption of an 
exercise pattern] or by noverrents to prolong or renew agreeable 
stimula,tions [exercising and its psychophysiolog:ical manifestations] 
(Rescorla, 1967; Goldiaµond, 1973; Thorsen, 1976; Borkovec, 1976; 
Cannon, 1963 and Kelly, 1980). 
Many of .the adaptive changes resulting fn;m chronic exercise are 
mediated through the endocrine system (Hartley, Mason, Hogan et. al., 
1972). One of the carp::,unds rrost frequently associated with enntio:nal 
states and their intensity are the catecholamines (CAS). 'Ihis was 
reported by Ismial and Young, (1977). These neurotransmitters 
epinephrine (E) and norepinephrine (NE) are released into the perpheral 
body via the synpath.oadtenal system and have an effective role in 
central, autonanic N$ as well as in the nor_mal haneostatic functions of 
the body (Van Toller, 1979; ~-' Gray and Stackp:,re, 1966; Kelly, 
1980) •· The neurotransmitters ax-e the principle rreans by which neurons 
affect each other a:nd. therefore a logical focus for correlating brain 
chemistry with psychophysiological events (M:::Geer & M:Geer, 1980). 
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· rvbst blood E· cares fran the adrenal rredulla and :rrcst' NE fran · 
~thetic nerve tel:Ininals· (Robertson, Johnson, .Robertson, R~M. Nies, 
Shand & oates, 1979). Epinephrine has both,alpha and beta effects, 
causing,an increase in heart rate (HR), a-rise in' systolic blcod 
pressure, no change or a fall in diastolic BP, rrobilization of ·glycogen 
reserves, skin vasoconstriction, inc. blood sugar level in the body and 
a release of fatty acids in the blcod stream. Norepinep.hrine has alnost 
pure alpha activity and causes a decrease in HR ·and a rise in systolic 
aild diastolic BP, arteriole vasoconstr:j.ction and facilitates blood 
shunting i:o highly active areas such as the ItU1Scles during exercise, 
(Poss, 1972; Van Toller, 1979). NE excretion is associated with active 
aggressive action while E' excretion is associated with apprehension and 
anxiety (Goodall, 1962). 
Both E and NE valves have been found to increase during heavy 
exercise (Svante;Von Euler, 1974) •. Diinsdale and rvbss (1980) showed a 
three fold inc. in NE levels with physical exercise and a two fold 
increase in E levels with public speaking. 
Physical training leads to reduced NE response to,rroderate and 
heavy work loads (Ismail & Young, 1977; Hartley et. al., 1972; Winder, 
Hag.bert, Hickson, Eh5'lll1 & M:Iane, 1978; Robertson et. al., 1979). This 
reduction in output for NE after :training is .:i.np:>rtant since NE is on of 
the principle effector nechanisms of syrrpathetic innervation and plays a 
major role in·rrediating peripheral,·effects. of enction and c,hanging :rrcod 
(M;Geer et. al, 1980; rvbrgan, 1977). 
·rsmail & Young· (1977) reafinn the interrelationship between 
physiological, biochemical and personality dana.fus. They also 
dem:mstrated that a high CA. excretion rate may be related to neuroticism 
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and. sanatic.tension states. The behavior patterns and feelings that. 
accanpany r the presence of or absence of CAs, may through conditioning 
and leanting care to accentuate.if not aqtuap.y prcduce a linking of CA 
production and behavior (Van Toller, 1979; Miller & Neale, 1969). The 
drop · in CA levels cquld be derrcnstratj.ng a bottom or optimal level for 
·CA production and system interbalance • 
. One should not lose sight of the fact that what is happening 
perepherq.lly is tied to the central nervous system (CNS). Kelly (1980) 
s'f.)3aks to the areas in the brain, hypothalamus and reticular fo.tmation, 
that exhibit sane control over CA secretion. He also explains that CNS 
may perceive stress and the li.mpic system may then triggar the 
hYr:othalamus which can have an effect on the adre."'lal rredulla through 
sympathetic .i.nn~tion. Kelly goes on to link the intensity of an 
enotional reactj.on to the am::iunt of E produced and states that the 
quality cf an enotional response is related to cognitive factors and the 
circumstances this individual may find himself in. These facts along 
with what has been stated concerning the physiology and the 
rrw.tidi.nensionality of anxiety lead one to the final and syncronizing 
organ the brain. 
BRAIN-SELF-STIMJI.ATION 
In the brain there is a general mechanism thought to rrodulate 
rrotivated behavior and is referred to as intracranial self-stimulation 
(SS) • Deironstrated leaming through the stimulation of brain areas 
rather than biological.deficit for drive or reduction of a drive with a 
biological satisfiers (Olds & ·Fobes, 1981; Olds, J. & Milner, 1954). 
The existance of CA pathways have been confinred in the human brain and 
, 
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their course has been matched to a large degree by the distribution. of 
SS reward sites from froebrain through midbrajJi to hindbrain (Olds & 
Fobes, 1981; P.outi;enberg, 1978). It has been furt;her pcstulat!:d by 
Oldsr Fobes (1981) and .Routtenberg (1978) that ~ ~s a connection 
l:;)etween !rood alter:ing drugs and the CAs and also be~ the CA and the 
brain reward system thus ~veloping a relationship between the 
bra:t.n-reward system, m::x::xi and .personality. M.Jrgan (1973) suggests that 
levels of CA and their metaboli$ID may be ircp::).rtaµt factors in post: 
exercise affective states. 
The brain has been shown to have opiate receptors and naturally 
occurring peptides with opiate like properties (endorphins) and have 
been shown ~q have reinforcing qualities as well to facilitate 
self-stinulation (Jackler & Steiner, 1979 & !'-tGeer et. al. , 1980) • 
Endorphins and NE are increased through physical exercise as well as 
5$vert CNS activity and stimulate reward-sites or pleasure centers in 
, the brain (Jones & Smith, 1979; Van Toller, 1979). Kline (1917) 
established that B-endorphin may possess an antidepressent effect. 
These occurrences may dem:>nstrate a link between SS phenarena and 
biological activities of the brain thus developing an explanation for 
the euphoria experienced by runners and their seeming addictive behavior 
to the activity. Routtenberg (1978) also adds depth to the theory when 
he c1elrqlstrated that brain reward pathways ~e :inp:>rtant in \J.eaming 
and rrem::>ry as well as SS exerting a possible dan.inant influence on 
behavior. Findings by Olds & Fobes (1981) showed a clear overlap 
between 1:lcmeostatic nechanisms in the hypothalarrus and SS reward 
nechanisms. 
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There are areas in the brain such as the h~thalarm.is and 
diencephalon that contain circuits responsible for properties of 
behavior we call rrotivated (Larson, 1954). Another area of the bl;:ain 
is the limbic system whose endocrine function is looked. 6n as a link 
~tween em:Stion and the autonanic NS (Kelly, 1980). ·An ilrp:)rtant · 
connection recently rnade was the· prese:nce of NE system axons in the 
cerebral,. cortex of the brain thus lin.Jd.ng the. cortex to primitive 
structures (mid brain hind b~ai.n) and produces the pOssibility i::hat 
COll'plex intellectual activity may be influenced by primitive-CA systems 
(F.outtenberg, 1978) • 
Van 'fuller (1979) draws it together by expressing the likelihood 
that autonanic leaming will always be enhanced by active involvement 
of the cognitive centers; The brain may then have an awareness of 
autonanic tunctions.and any factors that assist cognitive area and 
,' 
the hypothalamus· will aid autonanic laaming. Thus syn¢ans due to 
sympathetic activation may themselves reinforce anxiety when there has 
been a previously leamed association between the rrental and autonanic 
sys1:em (Briggin, 1996). 
The connection is thus drawn between a multiclim:msional approach to 
anxiety and how the three anxiety cariJ;:onents (cognitive, physiological 
and behavioral) may be joined to and react with the highly trained human 
organism, ·derronstrating a system ·reaction to a rrovexrent away 
(detraining) fran the optimal state of physical fitness (conditioned). 
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Chapter III 
PRCCEDURES 
One hundred and twelve male subjects were utilized in this 
study. Subjects were randanly assigned. to-one 6f four possib+e groups. 
All written tests and cardiovascular tests were given .innaiiately 
aftel:; their sports season and again two weeks lata'. The tests given 
were pen and pencil anxiety tests and a rrodified step test. One of the 
experimental groups was· specifically de-trained during the two week, 
~inental interval. All subjects were debr1ef$i}'!oliowing the 
post-testing procedures. 
SUBJECTS 
There were,a total of 112 volunteer male subjects utilized in this 
study. 'Eighty'""two were included in 'the ·three experinental conditioned 
groups and thirty in the non-conditioned control group. The subjects 
ranged in age fran 14 years to 23 years of age, with a rrean age of 16.2. 
Their grade levels ranged 'frcm ninth grade through fourth year of 
college with a IJEan grade level of 10.8. 
Subjects were selected fran rural high school and .colleges of 
vestern New York and NOrth Eastern Iowa. Subjects were involved in a 
sports .. season at their respective schools. The sports included were 
football, cross. country, golf (one subject), track and field, basketball 
and wrestling. 
All of the 'sports, by their natUre, with the possible exception of 
gqlf, demanci strength and/br cardiovascular canponents to be utilized 
and -developed during the season. All seasons were a :rnj.nimJm of 12 weeks 
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f q11d a, max,. of approx. -;16 weeks~ Smee this is a retrospect;i.ve study the 
!. 
quality,q11d ql.lailtity of these cartponents.is not'canpletely Jmown·but is 
assuired to be ptesent because of, the .nat\l,re 9f the-,sport -and length of 
season •. 
Coaches of the respective· :teams were contacted near midseas.on an(l 
at that time, the study .anq.. the need .for subjE;Cts was explq.ined. 'llie 
coaches were asked not ·tQ mention the terms anxiety,,;. dep~ession or 
nostility during their-explanations~ 'Ihe coaches ba:s:i.cally asked their 
players if any individuals .would be interested, in participating .in a 
study concerning psychological states and levels of.fitness that would 
last 2 ·weeks and require up· to 6 rreetings. If they were interested they 
were ~.;iven a consen1: fonn to fill our and sign (if 18 yrs old) or they 
had a parent or guardian sign. This consent fonn explained procedures 
and responsibilities. The ·coaches collected and returned these to the 
investigator (See Appendix A) • 
GROUPS 
All 112 subjects received pre and post-treatzrents and carprised 
four groups. When the pretesting was canpleted, the conditioned 
subjects were randanly assigned to one of three conditioned groups for 
the two week duratipn and given all necessary instructions at this time. 
Group~ subjects were non-conditioned subjects and used as a control 
:t for the three remaining groups. Subjects assigned to group two were 
1 told to.jus'b.go about a nonnal living pattern but~ to add additional 
exercise pattems .,on daily. or even every·· other day sequence. They were 
not to engage. ·in any repetat.i, ve, exercise pattern 'Oller the twp week 
period • 
. , 
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Group three was told to engage in sare fonn of exercise of their 
own cl1oosing to "elevate their HR and bring on perspirationf' ·an M:mdays, 
Wednesdays and,Fridays for at least 30 min. ~or·the twt) week period. 
Group: four; the experinental group, was to .. be detrained·with a 
SJ;:eCific,program on the Wed and Friday of the f4"st week and the ·M:>n-vEd 
and,. Friday of thE; second week. '!he detraining program was designed 
around the'Universal Weight machine to allow a-detraining of· a stre,,ngth 
factor, ·specific nuscle endurance factor and the C:V factor. 'lhe pt::rpose 
of the sessions was to keep the subjects HRs U}? to 25 beats in 10 ~ec 
(150 BPM) for approximately. 30 min. during wk 1, down to 20 min. on Fri 
of Wk 2. 
TFSI' ADMINISTRATICN 
The investigator .. administered all tests. T"ne first meeting for 
pretesting was the first school day after their last garre. '!he 
post-testing was the M:>nday following the Friday of the secori..d weel<. of 
work (detr'aining) , or no cardiovascular activity. 
All written tests (STAI and MAACL) were taken in a gymnasium on the 
floor or in a hallway on the floor. '!he Ohio State University. {OSU) 
step 'test was given in the gymnasium using the bleachers for stepping. 
The carmands for the ·step test were on tape and the tape recorders 
usually produced·ooth sufficient volune and cl:arity to deliver proper 
audio for the subjects in the gym setting. 
The a~stration was the sane for pre and post-tests with one 
exception~ ''!he STAI (Trait) was not given at the post-test session 
since this test was not designed to register change. (SeeAppendix B) 
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MATERIALS 
STAI Test- The first test used was the Spielberger State 
Tr~t/Anxiety Inventocy [Spielberger, Garsuch and Lushene, 1970; (See 
Appendix c,).] • It and consists of two separate self-report scales for 
neasuring two- diff~ent ~ty concepts. The first is state anxiety 
(A~StateJ, "a tr~ito~ Em?tional state or condition of tile human 
organism that is-$z'acterized by subjective, con9ciously perceived 
:£:~lings of tension and apprehension, ·an.a. l+ei.ghtened autonomic nervous 
system activity." The secOI?,d concept is trait anxiety. (A-Trait) , "is a 
~ ot relatively stable individual differences in anxiety 
proneness, that is, to differences between people in the tendency to 
re:spond to situations perceived as threatening with elevations in 
A•·State in~ity" (Spielberger, 1970) •. 
The A-State .segrrent of the STAI is caxprised of 20 statenaits that 
a;k ·S\Jbjects how they feel at a particular m:ment in tine. ~ A-Trait 
also has 20 statere.nts but asks how the person generally feels. The 
A-State is referred. to as x-1 ai:id A-Trait as x-2 in administration 
dil:ections. 
The subjects respond to the 20 statenents by rating themselves on a 
four. point scale. The four categories for the A-State are: 1. Not at 
all;, 2~ Scmawhat; 3 •. ~ately so; and 4. Very much so. The A-Trait 
re~s are: 1. AJJ:rost never; 2. Scrcetines; 3. Oft.f;n; and 4. Alirost 
always. 
sane statemants are. so worked that a high score indicates a high 
level of anxiety while. sore ar~ designed so that q high score ipdicates 
q. la,, level of· anxi~ty,. An example of the J.ater is "I feel pleasant." 
If the score for the statem:mt is designed to show a high score, such as 
"I am tense" the scores (1,2,3,4) are left the sazoo. But if the 
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statenent. is designed to show low anxiety, as the· aforerrentiohed 
example, the scoring weight are reversed (4',J,2,1). The range of 
scores, on ooth tests·, if fran a :minircnJm of· 20 to a maxirauin of 80. All 
of the tests were hand scored with the use of tent,late. 
Tes.t .retest reliability on the STAI A-Trait are high· ranging from 
, 73 to . 86. A-State are relatively lc:M ranging frart .16 to • 54 
(Spielberger, 1970). But these low r! s for the .A-State can be 
antj..cipated beca~ a valid neasure of A-State should reflect the 
transitory -nature ·of factors at the time of test:i,ng. The alpha 
coefficient, a ireasure of. internal consistency, tras applied to A-State 
scales and showed a range of .83 to .92 (Spielberger, 1970). 
Current research with the STAI indicates'tbat the A-Trait scale is 
highly correlated with other neasures of trait rulXiety-IPT Anxiety 
Scale; 1983 Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale (1953) and the Zuckennan 
Affect Adjective Check List (1960). The A-State scale is particularly 
useful when ireasuring state anxiety (Spielberger et al 1970). 
M.A.A.C.L Test- The second test used was the M.11.tiple Affect 
Adjective Check List (.MAACL) (Zuckenran and Lubin, 1965). Again this 
test is a self-report inS'trument to rnea$Ur6 the negative affects of 
anxiety, depression and hostility. (See Appendix D) The MAACL is 
brief, approximately 5 min. to carplete, and can be flexible as to t:i.IIe 
reference without ·changing items. 
There are two foDnS of the MAACL differing only in the instructions 
given. This study used the "Today" fonn for state anxiety and used the 
inStructi~s that asked how you feel ridw at this ·m::m:mt. The "General.'' 
fonn was not used in this study. The test is a three column list of ·132 
adjectives listed in alphabetical order. 
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When saori.ng the.test plus i-te,ms -are sco.red if toe stlbjects checks 
them while.min1JS items are scored if the subject does not check them,. 
This, test was ·alsQ hand ·:scar~ ''o/ith ,the assistance .of a template •. 
~test reliabilities were ~ound to be.relativel¥ low for the today 
tonn .(.00 ·to .40) for pasic1y the .sarce.reasoning·as for the A-State. 
Bllt group rceans-were found. to be stab:J,e over three days of testing 
(Zuckenran et al 1965) • This group mean stability may relate to the 
assunption that changes in affect are rand.an within a group unless~ 
entire group is exposed.to scne sort of stressor. 
The validity of :the W\ACL has been scrutinized with man)': gQOd 
studies {71:;h Mental ~asuretrents Year Book) and has shown that stress 
typically raises the scores on the Anxiety scale. 
o.s.u. ~~P Test- Tqe rrodified9hio State Step Test (Cotten, 1971) 
was used to test·t;ne;} cardiovascular fitness of all subject~ in the 
study. This test was uti).ized because it allowed for large group 
testing at sul:naximal work levels with a minirrum of equiJ:lI161t and 
µaining for subjects as well as those administer.ing the test. 
The test is based on research (Cotten, 197l) that indicates maxinnJm 
~rk.·rate (maxiiwm aerobic capacity) could be predicted fairly 
:: · accurately :!;ran sul:naximal work load. and heart .rates. The subjects 
worked (stepping) at prede.tennined rates and heights (16 to 18 in) until 
heart rates reached 150. peats per min. (BPM) • The rates of stepping 
increased.three tinEs during i:he test_apd these are referred to as 
p~ses (See Appendix· E). Within each- phase the sµbject checked his 
heart I'.ate s~ .differr..nt tines, for 10 sec, and his partner recorded it. 
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Each. check is refen-ed to a~ an inning .. When HR reached 25 (150 BPM).he 
discant:inuecLJ:µ.s stepping and:the test was conclude<;i 'for the subjects. 
There was a maximum of 18 !:)0Ssible innings. If a subjects HR was still 
below 25 (lSO BPM) at ·1a he was given a score of 19. 
Cozpliance~ The suan:µdmal test was' in{:;ortant to foster a high 
subject. CaTq?liance to retesting. This.did occur since subject retest 
cc:mpliance was calculated at 93% for this $bldy. 
Fgµi2f!:I1t- The Universal J,AEight lifting qiach:i.ne (multiple .station) 
was used for the detrai,ning group. The statiqps used in the circuit 
were: slant board (sit ups), leg press, curls (regular and reverse), 
Press (facing the machine and facing away), Bench press, "Lat" pulls 
(behind and in front of the head), leg extepsions.and leg curls. 
Heart Rates- Heart rates ,ere m::,nitored at a particular station 
during each circuit. A circuit consisted of each station for 15 secs.• 
and 10 secs. to change stations • 
. Written Tests- The writte:!1 tests were given in a particular order. 
The STAI Trait was given first follaved by the STAI State and then the 
MAACis Today. This was done to allow the general levels of Trait anxiety 
to be assessed first. 'lllen "at the m:ment ~e'ty levels (State) were 
assessed without changing instructional sets but once·by coordinating 
instructions for STAI-State and MMCL 'l'bday to read alike, "how you feel 
right now, at this :m:::ment. 11 
Cardiovascular Tests- At this tine the step test was generally. 
explained. 'Ihe first' item was to explain, denonstrate and practice 
taking heart: rates (HR). This was done at the carotid arteries by a 
partner while the subjects .checked his own raidal .pulse·. "Ihe raidal 
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pulse., was dpn~ -to detect any proplerns in coontir\g, while ,they ~ 
l~g, apd_as a· QC>uble SPeG{{ dur.ing the actual test. 
~ seoond i tern was to l;i.sten to the tape ,af __ the rtythm for ., 
stepping, the sourid to- stop )~t.eppipg, the sou'nd_;to-beirig: to count- -HR, 
:the sound to. stop counting and._. the spim<i' to cont;inqe, stepping ('!per~ is 
.a 5 sec, paµse to get. re_ady to COUI)t HR and w get ready to .begin 
stepping):.. After listening to one ftill cycle a full cycle was 
derrons4a~ for~ groups by.the person or ~son _a.dm.µlister~g the 
tel;!t. 
Information on the HR sheet~~ checked (all sh~ts had~ 
handed out at the beginn:\.ng) for canple~ess and pre-~est HRs were now 
taken. This again allowed f9r a check on how well subjects were taking 
HRs. If any seemed-unusual (high or low) they were checked for El,CCl,ll;acy 
al).d p~letnS with :t;:he counter were corrected. 
'lhe_fµst half of the group was ready to begin the test. '.;['esting 
continued until all subjects had reached a 25 count in an inning or the 
18th :i,nning was canpleteo.. 'Ihe second half of the group then carpleted 
their testing. 
Detraining- SUbjects in the detrained group were wai:ned up for 
approx. 5 min. with stretching and light CV ~rk related to their sport 
(See Appendix F for a clarifying exarrple). Their HRs were checked each 
2 min. and the final min. of the wann up. They then went into the 
weight roan or area to begin ~rk on the machine. The stations utilized 
for a trip (circuit) were: slant board (sit ups}, leg press, ann curls 
(regular and reverse)! military press (facing the machine and facing 
away), bench press, "I.at" pulls (behind the head and in front), leg 
extensions and leg curls. If a.station had two exercises one was done 
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on the first trip then the next on the second. en the third and 4th 
trips 'the patteJ:n was repeated. If there was ·only on exercise it was 
done on each trip_. F.ach station- was ~l:"ked 15 sec. with 10 sec. to 
change. The· repititions: were between 8-12 with la,; .weight~ The wru;rn 
.down consisted of the sane sequence·as the warm up but slowly bringihg 
down the. HR' s to near resting levels. No other exercising was to be 
done on their owri. 
Wed, and J;'ri of tp.e first week the subjects perfonred six trips with 
a short rest aft.er 4. "On M:m • .and W3d. 'of the second week fi.ve trips 
were dcne with no rest and. on Friday there were 4 trips with.·no rest.· 
The subjects HR's were taken at the leg.extension and curl station 
during each ~ip and.recorded • 
. Debriefing- After all .post-testing was carpleted all subjects were 
given a full ~iefing concerning ·thE? study. The subj.ects who 
canpleted W=· study were also pranised an abstract.of the study. 
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Chapter N 
,ANALYSIS OF DATA 
There are two rrain sections to be found in this chapte.:r·. The first 
will deal with the CV c.t1anges .. and the second with A-State c:hanges. 
A po$t ... hoc analysi~ Wcl.S generated to investigate possilile 
relationships between A-State anxiety levels and participation on an' 
individual ·(wrestling) or team (basketball) sport. This type of 
relationship.could be a substantial source of a Type II error. 
Differences within or between groups were determined l:y an analysis 
of variance with a significance level of .05. An acceptance of the null 
hypothesis would indicate that the independent variables (detraining 
ti.me and styles) have no effect (have an effect-the size of zero) on the 
ireans of the dependent variable (A-State anxiety levels an.cl CV levels of 
condition). 
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DESIGN 
A re~c:ted rreasures design was selected for this study. Pre and 
post-test score,s were taken for, state ~ety and ~ovascu.lal: levels 
of condition.:in9 on all 112 s~je<-=ts. 
The dependent variables were anxiety,,rreasured with,$TAI form x-1 
and the MAACL, the "Today", fonn, and levels of cardiovascular fitness 
were detez:mined fran the Ohio State Univ. (O.S.U.) Step Test. ThE;! 
independent variables were the time interval of the s~dy, (two weeks) 
and, the nethod 0£' leaving the,chronic 0/ and exm:-cise program. The 
variables were treated as interval data. 
Sub_jects were randomly assigned to a group at the conclusion of all 
pre-tests. They were all given general and group specific instructions 
at this time. 
There were t.wo control groups utilized. Group one acted as a 
control against all other groups because of their unconditioned state. 
Group one subjects were not (for at least 16 weeks) involved in a 
chronic 0/ and ,exercise program. They were involved in only noDna.l 
daily living routines. [If a subject was involved in a 0/ program in 
physical education class they explained the circumstances and were 
excused.) Group one was incorpor,ated to dem:mstrate pre-test 
qifferences ih A-States and 0/ levels betw'een the trained subjects 
(groups 2,3 and 4) and the untrained grou:p.one subjects. 
'Ihe ~econd control group (#2) is also an.exper.inental group in that 
the_se subj~ a+e· tra.ined and drop fran trained levels (above inning #9 
on ~ OSU test) over the two week exper:iJIEntal interval. The control 
aspect o:E group 2 is that they did no chronic exercise pattem or taper 
for the two week interval. 'Ibis sudden and caaplete absence of all 
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chronic exercise will provide a control for cacparison against groups 3 
and 4 who were ~trained·. ·~rom their chronic;: exeJ:Cise .patterns, in 
different ways. 
Group~ [no exercise] will be carparedto group three [exercise 3 
,, 
day/wk own"seiection] and group 4 [specific and super.vised detraining 
program]. 
Cardipvascular ~aJ:,X7is. 
The pre, .and :POSt CT levels are illus.trated in Table I and Figure 1. 
Group 1 (uncOnpitioned) was a min.iim.nn of 4. 03 innings below the 
conditioned groups (2,3 and 4) on pre-tests and 2.94 innings on the 
post-test. Group one. was below the 9th inning '(mid point) pre and post. 
Groups 2, 3, and 4 ~e equal to or above the 9th inning pre and post. 
Clearly 9):'9ups 2, 3, and 4 denonstrated r.igher levels of CV fitness on 
the o.s.u. step t?st. 
All groups delronstrated a drop in C.V levels. This :rcoverrent was 
hypothesized in groups 2, 3, and 4 but nut in group one. 'llie magnitude 
of drop in group one may be attributed, at least in part, to errors in 
counting pulse rate. 
Group 2, 3, and 4's levels of condition dropped at different rates. 
As hypothesizeci _group 2 (no exercise) dropped ( 2 .19 innings) m:,re than 
group 3 (1.83 innings: Exercise choice 3 days/wk frequency) and group 3 
dropped nore than four ( l. 23 innings: deq.-ained-structured) • 
The changes in 0J levels were analyzed (Table II) and showed 
significance at thEa .as levels between and within groups. The 
sigru.ficance of this CT noverrent was -imEX)rtant to establish! to allCM 
any changes in A-State levels.of anxiety to be associated with the 
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TABLE I 
O.S.U.-CUA Levels of.Condition 
; . • a 
- -X X 
GROUP. Pre S'I'D Post- ~TI) 
1-:-Unconditioned 7·.16 2.50 6.06 2.54 
2-Conditioned 
No Ex~cise ..• 11',19 4.25 9.00 4.36 
3-COnd:i.:tioned 
Choice of Ex. 12.88 3.38 li.O~ 4.17 
Taper . 
4-C.Onditioned 
Detrained '13.45 4.1 12.22 4.04 
Taper 
Yl 
1.5, 
-t 2 
.s 
6 
3 
-
-
-
-
• 
0 PRE TE:ST ·fm· .POST TES.T 
D~S.·U.-C UR 
CONTIITIDNIMG. 
Figure 1 
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S1.ll11IlciJ:y. 'ANOVA OSU-CUA Conditioned levels 
'ss df MS ·p 
Arrong Subjects 
Group Member 1289.89 3 429.95 . 18. 6* 
Within Subjects 
Trials 143.04 1 143.04' 36.98* 
Group x·Tri.al? 10.68 3 3.56 0.92 
Error 417.77 108 3.87 
*Signi.fi~t .05 level 
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varying changes in CV levels· of fitness. Figure 2 graphically 
represents tnese rrovenents and relationships. 
A-State 
levels.of A-State anxiety wer~ documanted through paper and ~cil 
test. The main source of <la.ta will care from the Spiel.berger 
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STA.I) • The s~d source, used as an 
internal check of validity.., was, the Mlltiple Affective Adjective Check 
List (MMCL). Discussiops will be centered.on the STAI.but the results 
for the MAACL, though non-significant at .OS, will be presented for scrie 
carparisons and general references (Tables V, VI and Figures 5, 6). 
A-State level changes are illustrated in Table III and Figure 3. 
Groups 2, 3, and 4 all sh:::,wed noierate drops in A-State levels while 
group one's post levels r,:,se substantially from pre-test levels (37. 60 
_to 40. 80_) • Table IV ill~strates that there was. no significant 
differenc'? between or within groups at the .05 for A-State anxiety 
changes. 
These rroveme.nts, though non-significant, were in the oppos,i.te 
direction to wn,at was hypothesized. Group one was hypoth~sj.zed.to 
remain stable and it rose substantially (Figure 3 -and Figure 4) aver 
this two week interval. 
The sarre general patterns of m::>VE!1tel'lt were dem:)nstrated on the 
MMCL test (Figure 5) for groups 1, 2, and 3. Group 4, however, 
denonstrated a rise on .MAACI.. levels. This was an interesting occurrence 
since the number 4 group showed the lowest A-State levels, pre and post, 
on both tests for anxiety as.well as the highest levels of CJ fitness 
pre and post. Also the downward shift on the STAI test was the 
smallest. Figure 4 and 6 graphically represent these rroveme.nts. 
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'l')\BLE III 
• A-State Anxiety.,-STAI 
-
-... 
X X 
GROUP Pre snr . Post"· 
-----.--
SID 
1-Unconditioned 37.60 8.72 40.80 7.16 
2-<onditionecl 41.30 9.46 39.42 8.56 
No EKercise 
3--COnditioned 
Choice of Ex. ·i9. 58' ~8.44 38.82 · 7.8 
Taper 
4-COnditioned. 
· Detrained 37.45 5.90 36.86 6.6 •, 
Taper 
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TABLE DJ 
• 
Surcmary MWA -. A-State Anxiety - ST.A.I 
ss 
Am::>ng Subjects. 
Group nat)ber 250.13 
Error 8643.75 
·.witltj.n _SUbjects 
Trials .30 
Group x'TJ;ials 213.20 
*Significant at .05,Level 
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TABLE V 
A-State .Anxiety- MAACL 
- -X X 
Pre $'ID Post 
5.7,0 3.17 6.5 
6.3·a 2.74 5.46 
t , . 
· 6.:91 3.20 6.50 
4.90 2.67 5.68 
' 
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TABLE VI 
s~ ANOVA - A-State Anxiety, - MAACL 
ss d~ MS F 
J 
Among Subjects 
Group·rrenber 55.02 3 lB.34 1.29 
Error 1530.87 108 14.17 
Within Subjects 
Trials .04 1 • 04 .01 . 
Group X '!'rials 30.09 3 10.03· 1.97 
ErrOr 549.37 108 5.09 
*Significant at .OS level 
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Post !be. 
Table VII represents the post-hoc split plot analysis looking at 
sport· as a possible factor influencing A-StatEt level~. Figure 7 is a 
graphic representation of the A-State shift.$-of team and individual 
":, 
,. 
sports for group three. The two team sports represented (football and 
basketball) ~ a marW difference to a rrcdified detraining 
~- A_ significant finding here would help to explain the large 
A-State confidence levels (Figures, 8-11). This type of influence could 
work to elevate pre levels because of the na"ttlre of the sport 
(aggressive) or lower post states because of the absence of aggressive 
participation. 'Ibis aspect increases in relevance since there is sane 
evidence that~ rreasures of anxiety hostility and depression are 
intercorrelated (Kelly, 1972). correlations generated in this study 
(See Appendix G ) shcMed sare significant correlations between the 
above mantioned variables. T.he analysis in Table VII shows no 
significant variance between or ancng groups a I: the • 05 level. But 
there does appear to be sate variance between and within subjects in 
trial by sport. The F value is 3.66 and P= 0.596. Altl'lough not 
significant at .OS this variance does raise sane questions concel;'Iling 
the ef£ect of participation in a particular sport on A-State anxiety 
levels. The rand.an mixing of sports may be a source of error and 
increase the probability of Type II error. The dynamic aspect of 
anxiety may also be another source of error to be aware of. 
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TABLE VII 
Surrmary pj:j,QVA. - Split ·Plot 
. 
ss d£ MS F 
·Among Subjects 
Group merriber 190.68 2 95.34· 1.15 
Sport 38.94 l 38.94 .47 
Group x Sport 160.66 2 80.33 .97 
Error 6277.16 76 82.59 
Within Subjects 
Trials 32.~5 1 32.55 .71 
T:rial~ x Group 8.60 2 4.36 .09 
Trials x Sport 167.51 1 167.51 ·3.66 
Trials x Group x Sport· 5.91 2 ? .. 96 .06 
~or 3481.35 76 45.81 
*SignifiCqllt .05 Level 
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Post 
TYPE J;:I .ERROR 
The aforem:mtioned.sources qf error as well as tbe los,s of sare 
control because,of the retrospective natl,\re.of:the CV data·cc:nw.x,unds the 
pDSiS:i.Qility Of ·'fype II error. 
further evidence ·of a ·Type II error is the low (. 39) power analysis 
of t.lie F test at ~ • 05 level of significance (Cohen, 1969). Thus the 
F. test's probability of· rejectiI;lg tbe null hypothesis Ull(ier the given 
circums~ces .is not yery high. {See App:ndix H) 
The low pre A-State levels of group one may be a result of the 
dynamic nature of anxiety or a combination of factors many of which. will 
not. be apparent. This multid.inensional nature of anxiety (Schwartz, et 
al 1978) makes this a very real J:X>Ssibility. This may also account for 
the shift upwar<l on the post test. 
This radical ~t of groups on (on ~TAI and the.~) does 
highlight the fact that the 3 candi tioned groups, who were hypothesized 
to nove up did not and actually rroved down over the two weeks. There 
are several possibilities to account for this reversal of hypothesized 
directional shift. As nentioned sport may have had a direct 
relationship to anxiety levels. But other rrore subtle factors nay have 
also been at work. 
One of the basketball teams was very good and was picked to win all 
post season tour:namsnts. They lost their first play off game and.v.1ere 
tested the very next day. If levels of anxiety rreasurement show a 
correlation with hostility and depression (Kelly, 1972) there nay be a 
blending·of measures and this would show in elevated pre-levels of 
A-State anxiety. Along this sane line of reasoning. sare of the sports 
(wrestling and football) require direct physical contact and an apparent 
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aggressive nature or developed attitude for participation and or 
success. 'lru.s faqtor may have becen · working during· pre-testin~ and 
helped to elevate pre-levels -of· A-State anxiety. 'Ihese factors as well 
as pre~tly'unknown factors. rray have acted to maintain an arqfically 
,high level of pre•test.· A-States. 
The three conditioned groups It'0'7erent down in levels of A-State 
anxiety does ·raise· still another· possibility. Even though this rrovement 
was in a direction opposite to what. was·hypothesized it was graduated in 
the hypothesized anount for each grovp. Group 2 showed the greatest 
shift then three and finally · group four. These noverrents were not of 
substantial magni t.ude as was group one 1s'. These two factors may be 
reflecting a possilile buffering effect of elevated levels of CV fitness 
(?vbrgan ana.· Pollock, 1977; Young, 1979). There does appear to be sare 
stabilizing factor working in the·three _conditioned groups. 
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Chapter V 
SUnmary Conclusion .Recat1rendations 
The· purp:,se of ·this_ ·research was w·exp1ore -the possible need ·for a 
taper frcm a chronic exercise program. Anxiety was used as, a Possiole 
indicator of behavii,ral adaptations to a decreasing level of CV and 
muscle endur;mce levels. M:x:lifi9ations of this taper :were also 
explored. 
Eighty-two conditioned subjects and thirty l.ltlConditioned subj~ 
were pre tested fox:: 01 leveis of condition and.A-St.ate levels of 
anxiety. The conditioned subjects were randomly assigned to three 
groups each detrain.1.ng at different rates and styles. All 112 subjects 
were post tested for 01, and A-State levels after a twu'week interval. 
'!he uncooditioned group showed low pre and post levels of 01 
fitness and low pre ~s A-State anxiety. '!his low level of A-State 
took a large upward directional shift on the post test tor A-State 
Anxiety •. 
The cor..ditioned groups, who were detrained, dropped in levels of CV 
condition as per their level of no:lification of detraining programs. 
Their levels of 4\-State anxiety·dropped slightly over the two week 
detraining interval. Significance was,- found at the • 05 level between 
and anong subjects for the changes in A-State ~ety leveis. Sare 
directional trends.couJ:d_be seen as well as a f10Ssilile buffering-effect 
on A-State levels franelevated levels of CV fitness. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
'The fin.ditlc;,s of .this . J.I?.Vestigation fonn the basis for the following 
. 
conclusions: 
1. The uncondition.ed subjects showed subs~tial shifts ·;i.n 
levels of A-State arpd.e~ aver a ;two week ti.Ire span. 
2. Cond;itioned subjects who suddenly stop a chronic exercise 
routine, with no. further exercise, dem:mstrated a lar~ drop in anxiety 
levels than the two.groups who conti,nued sare exerpise. 
3. Conditioned subjects who detrained.with an exercise 
pattem of their own on limited days showed a directional shift to,,ard 
reduced levels of A-State anxiety. 'lllis shift was less than that of 
group 2 who did no exercise at season's end. 
4. Conditioned subjects who were detrained on a structured 
program for two weeks showed a small decline in A-State levels. 
'Dµring the course of this research several questions and 
suggestions arose which seem to warrant further inv--estigation: 
1. The research could be ained at specific sports, individual 
versus team. 
2. The rrn.iltidimansionality of anxiety could be evaluated 
through use of the Cognitive-Sanatic Anxiety QJ.estionnaire (QSAQ} • 01 
con6,ition and cognition of 01 changes could be indiviqually analyzed. 
3. Aggressive versus non aggressive sports could be evaluated 
as to effect on A-State levels in relation to the fitness generated 
during that sport season. 
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4. 'I11e research could be directed at a higher age ·range to 
allow for ercctional maturity and. a possible stabilization and 
clarificat:i_on of psychological states. 
5. Specific levels of CV, strength and muscle endurance could 
be developed and detrained to look at.A-State.changes.. 
6. ·When p.te testing team nenber allow a few days "grace" fran 
the last game or caq;,etition to reduce ercotional effects. 
7. Incorporate m::>re sophisticated and/ or multiple rreasures of 
or levels of -conditioning~ 
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Appendix A 
Narre: 
Cccupation: 
s::ort {if any) 
participat4,ng in: 
Cear Par-...icipant; 
. 
Zip Cede: 
Present Education Level: 
The research study underway ha~ to do with several :i;ossi.ble 
p5y·cholcgical changes. that .may be occuring during detra.ining procedures.
 
The tasks asJ(ed o'.f you will be very brief. Paper and pencil cest 
(two)' cind ~ (pu.lse rate limited) cardiovascular tests (two). 
You will be pl.3,ed (rar.danly) in one of your groups. The duration of t.r.e 
st"..ldy will te two ( 2) ~. The rrost tirre in~ l ved will be only M:Jn. , 
v;ed. and Friday of each week far a rrax:i.rnum of thirty five minutes. 
It is ve.cy ,4'11p0rtant t!'.at as a rretrber of this study you follcw all 
directions to the best of your ability. 
All participants ca.pleting the study tasks will ce presented with 
a full sumrary of the results. 
Sig:1ed: Date: 
(If under 18 parent or guardian) 
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Appendix B 
TESTING SEQUENCE 
PRE TEST 
Test 
-
A. STAI 1'RAIT 
B. STAI STATE 
C. MAACL "'!WAY" 
D. O.S.U. STEP TEST 
POST TEST 
Test 
A. STAI STATE 
B. MAACL ''TODAY" 
C. O.S.U. ST.El? TEST 
Ave Tine 
6-8 min. 
6-8 min. 
5-7 min. 
20-40 min.* 
Ave Tine 
6-8 min. 
5-7 min. 
15-40 min. * 
*'Ibis t.ure frane varied c;reatly depending 011 the type of group, 
conditioned or unconditioned and the numbers to be tested. 
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,.Appendix C 
SELF-EVALUATIO~f QUESTIONNAIRE 
Developed by C. D. Spielberger, R. L. Oorsuch and R. Lushene· 
STAI FORM X-t • 
NAME"------------------- DATE----------~-
~1 
DIRECTIONS..: A number of statem~nts' which people have 
used to describe themselves are given below. Read each state-
ment and theq. blacken in the appropriate circle to the right of 
the statement to indicate how you feel right now, that is, at 
this morr;erit. There are no right or wrong answers. Do not 
spend tog much time on any one.statement but give the answer 
which seems to qescribe your present feelings best. 
z 
0 
,; 
> 
,; 
> I:" 
I:" 
1. ·r ,feel calm ················-······ .. ············ ... ·································································· <D 
2. I feel se<;ure ············--·········-···················-····················-························· · •.... <D 
3. I am teuse ............. - .................... ·-·-·····························-··--·····--····...-········· -··· CD 
4. I. am, regretful ............................ ........................................................................ CD 
. 5. I feel at ease .................................................................................. _................ CD 
6. I .feel upset ·-··-··---··--·--····--·----················.................................................... ...... CD 
7. I am:presently,worrying over possible misfortunes ...................................... Q) 
.8. I feel.rested ....................................... · .............. · .................................... ........... <D 
. 9. I feel anxious ··············-········· ....................................................................... · .. CD 
10. I feel comfortable ............................. ............................................................ ..... CD 
11. I feel self-confident· .................................. ,........................................................ <D 
12. I feel rtervous ................ ....... .. ......... ..... ........ ..... ... ............................ ...... ...... .. ... CD 
13. I am jittery ................................................................................................... ..... CD 
14. I feel "high strung" .......................................................................................... <D 
15. ram relaxed .................................................................................... ..............• .. . CD 
16. I feel content ·······················-··········································································· CD 
17. lain womed ...................................................................................................... CD 
~8. I feel oyer.-excited and "rattled" ................. ,.................................................... <D 
19. I feel joyful ·-··········--·········-·············································································· <D 
20. I feel pleasant ................................ v·······--·················--·································-' ... <D 
CONSULTING PSYCHOLOGISTS PRESS 
577 College Avenue, Palo.Alto, California 94306 
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SELF-EVALUATION QUESTJO,NNAIRE 
STAIFORM X-2 
. NAME--------------------'--• DATE ___ .....,..... __ _ 
DIRECTIONS: A number of statements which people have 
used to describe themselves are given below. Read each state~· 
ment and then blacken in the appropriate circle to the right of the state111ent to indicate how you generally feel. There are no 
right.or wropg answers. Do not spend too. much time on any 
ol:}e statement but give the answer which. seems to describe bow·you ge,nerally feel. 
> I:" 
~ 
0 
rn 
~ 
z 
i 
> 
I:" 
~ 
Cll 0 
0 rn 
-i ;:: 
> l"J· 
0 I:" >"I ~ i .., >"I > t'I c:,j >< (,D z ca 
21. I feel pleasant . .. . . , • .• . . ... .. .. ... . .... ....... <D @ @ © 
2~. I tire quickly ......................... ··················-······················································ <D @ @ © 
23. J feel like crying ................•.........•..................................................................... <D @ @ © 
24. I wish ~ could be as happy as .others seem to be ............................................ <D @ @ © 
25. I am losing out on things because I can't make up my mind soon enough ... , <D @ @ © 
26. I feel rested . ...•............................................ ....................................................... <D @ @ © 
27. I am "calm, cool, and collected" ... . . ............ ...... ...... ... . ... . ....................... ... .. . .... <D ® @ © 
28. I feel that difficulties are piling up so that I cannot overcome them .......... <D @ @ © 
29. I worry too much over something that really doesn't matter·················-··· <D @. @ © 
30. I am happy · .................................. . ................................................................... <D @ @ © 
31. I am inclined to take things hard ...... ........................................................... <D @ @ © 
32. I lack self-confidence ............... . ....................................................................... <D @ @ © 
33. I feel secure ...................................................................................................... <D @ @ © 
3-4. t tzy to avoid facing a crisis or difficulty ···························so••••·•··········--········· <D @ @ © 
35. I feel blue .......................................................................................................... <D @ @ © 
16. I am content ...................................................................................................... <D· @ @ © 
J7. Some unimportant thought runs through my minµ and bothers me.......... <D @ @ © 
18. I take disappointments so keenly that I can't put them out of my mind.... <D @ @ © 
:9. I am a steady person ·--·····················································-············· ........... , .. · <D @· @ © 
,0. I get in a state of tension or turmoil as I think over my recent concerns and 
interests ... ......................................................................................................... <D @ @ © 
opyright © 1968 by Charles D. Spielberger. Reproduction of this test or any portion iereof by any process without written permission of the Publisher is prohibited: 
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~dix D 
1vIULTIPLE AFFE.CT 
ADJECT1'1E CHECK LIST 
By Marvin· Zuckerman, 
and. 
Bernan:t l.ubill' 
Na1ne ........................... · ............ Age ........ Sex ..... , 
Date.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Highest grade completed in school. .... . 
DI.RECTIONS: On this sheet' you will find words which describe different 
J4nds of moods and feeJings. Mark an !&I in the boxes beside the words 
which describe how you feel ~ - today.· Some of the words may sound 
alike, but we want you to check all the words that describe your feelings. 
Work rapidly. 
PUoLISHED ev &IJTS 
P.O. SOX: 7234 
SAN DIEGO, CA 92107 
Copyright@1965 by Ed ITS/Educational and Industrial Testing Service. All rights reserved. 
Reproduction of this form by any. means strictly prohibited. · 
,.,.INTED IH u.s . .a.. 
~ MAA oot 
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O active 45 0 fit 8 9 0 peaceful 
0 .ad:yenttirpus 46 Oforlorn 90 0 pleased ~ 
D affecti9nate 47 Ofrank 91 O pleasant 
0 afraid 48 0 free 92· 0 polite 
-0 agitated 49 0 friendly_ 93 0 powerful 
0 agreeable 50 O frightened _94 0 quiet 
0 a"'a-ressive 00 51 0 furious 95 0 reckless 
0 alive- 52 O·gay 96 D rejected 
••D alone 53 O gentle 97 0 rough 
54 Qgiad 98 0 sad 
55 Qgloomy 99 0 safe 
56 Q_good 100 0 satisfied 
0 annoyed 57 O good-natured 101 O secure 
Oawful 58 Qgrim 1~2 O shaky 
r;J bashful. 59 D happy 103 D shy 
60 0 healthy 104 0 soothed 
61 0 hopeless 10s D steady 
62 0 hostile 106 0 stubborn 
63 0 impatient 107 0 stormy 
64 O incensed 108 . D strong 
65 O indignant 109 0 suffering 
66 D inspired 110 0 sullen 
67 D interested 111 0 sunk 
68 D irritated 112 0 sympathetic 
69 O jealous 113 D tame 
70 O joyful 114 0 tender 
.· 0 cooperative 71 0 kindly 115 D tense 
0 critical 72 0 lonely 116 0 terrible 
73 0 l.ost 117 0 terrified 
74 Oloving 118 0 thoughtful 
75 0 low 119 D timid 
O desperate 76 Qlucky 120 0 tormented 
• 0 destroyed 77 O mad 121 0 understanding 
Qdevoted 78 D mean 122 0 unhappy 
• D disagreeable 79 D meek 123 0 unsociablia 
0 discontented 80 Qmerry 124 0 tipset 
D discouraged 81 D.mild 125 D vexed 
0 disgusted 82 0 miserable 126 0 warm 
· 0 dispfoased 83 O nervous. 127 D whole 
Oenergetic 84 0 obliging 12a D wnct 
0 enraged 85 O offended 1~ 9 D willful. 
0 enthusiastic 86 O outraged 130 0 wilted 
O fearful 87 Qpanicky 131 0 ,vorrying-
fine 88 patient 76 132 0 young 
• 
Appendix E 
• 
STEP TEST- HEART RA'lE 
~~ ----
No.l NAME 
1~ 
GR 
2. 
3. 
4. Pre test HR 
----5. 
6. 
7. ----- .... 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
------13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
No.2 NAME AGE GR 
1:-- • 
2. 
3. 
4. Pre test HR 
---5. 
6·. 
7.-- ...... ---~ 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
______ .._ 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
J.8. 
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Appendix F 
Exanple 
Detraining Program 
Basketlw.l 
3/ 4, 3/6, 3/9, 3'/11, 3113 
The purpose of the sessions was to keep the heart rates of the boys 
up to 25 beats per minute for approximately 35 minutes on 3/4 and 3/6, 
30 minute~ on 3/9 and 3/11, and 20 minutes on 3/13. The boys did their 
usual pre~rk stretching rou,tine. After they started a gradual wann up 
~ 
was used-a familiar drill, the 3 man weave and shoot. The ooys started 
slowly and worked in 2-m;i.nute blocks and checked their heart rates after 
each 2 minutes and gradually had their heart rates up to between 23-25 
beats per 10 secohds after 5 minutes. 
The boys then went into the ~ight (Universal) roan. They worked a 
program of low weight, high reps. (8-12) and 15 seconds per work 
station and 10 seconds to change stations. Their heart rates we.re 
checked as they worked and recorded. When each player was working on 
the leg extension station, I took their heart rates and recorded-them. 
On 3/4 and 3/6 there were six trips around all the stations with a short 
rest after 4 trips. On 3/9 and 3/11 there were 5 trips with no rest; 
and on 3/13, 4 o:ips with no rest. 
Then there was a 5-minute warm down consisting of the 3 man wea~ 
and shoot again, slowly bringing down their :rates and then walking until 
their rates were only a few beats above ~resting levelf:i. 
78 
Specific reslllts are qS follows: 
Wednesday 3/4 warm.UP 2 min. - 18 
*HR after Stretch= .12. 3 2 min. - 25 
Friday. 3/6 
. 
1 raj.n. - 24.8 
weight machine (universal) 
4 trips .,.. 25.3 
2 trips - 25.5 
2 min. - 24.3 
2 miri. - 21.1 
1 min. - 17.3 
warm up 2 min. - 19 
*HR after Stretch= 17 2 min. - 26 
MJnday 3/9 
1 min.-· 25 
weight machine 
warm down 
warm up 
4 trips - 24.6 
2 trips - 24.5 
2 min. - 24.3 
2 min. - 21.1 
1 min. - 17.3 
2 min. - 18.4 
2 min. - 24.7 
2 min. - 25.4 
weight machine 
3 trips - 24.3 
2 trips .... 24.1 
warm down 2 min. - 27 
2 min. - 26.1 
1 min. - 16 
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~ 
.M;an heart 
rates of 
gro1:1P will 
be given. 
_fw.gh - 27 
L1ow - 19 
13 man weave 
!-and shoot 
-J:alking 
_fw.gh - 26 
l:ow - 21 
r man weave 
-L_and shoot 
--[walking 
J'high - 26 
--L2,ow - 19 
p."man weave 
-Lana. shoot 
_[walking 
Wadnesday 3/11 
Friday 3/13 
*HR Start before 
the Stretch - 14.8 
warm up 
• 
2 min. - 26.1 
2 min. - 27.4 
1 .min. - 26.l 
weight nachine 
wann down 
wann·up 
5 trips - 24.1 
2 min. - 26 
2 min. - 18 
1 min. - 16 
2 min. - 24.6 
2 min. - 24.3 
1 min. - 25 
weight machine 
warm down 
4 trips - 23.8 
2 min. - 21.1 
2 min. - 20.6 
1 min. - 14.3 
Fgh -27 
~ow- 21 
pman weave 
--Land.shoot 
-(walking 
figh - 26 
~ow-19 
-{
man weave 
and shoot 
~asy walking 
Stations used on the universal weight nachine for the circuit were: 
sit up (slant board); leg press; curls (Regular and Reverse); Press 
(facing machine and away); Bench; leg extension and leg curl, and 
latpull. 
The'mean resting heart rate increased fran 12~3. on 3/4 to 14.8 on 
on the last detraining day. 
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Appendix G 
ANX-1 ANX-2 
State-1 0.4201 0.1817 
S-t;ate-2 0.0863 0.5230 
ANX-1 0~4654 
ANX-2 0.4654 
Eost-1 0.7006 0.2710 
Host-2 0.2658 0.7209 
Dep.-1 0.7672 0.3849 
Dep.-2 a. 4392 0.8037 
STATE 1 & 2 =· STAI 
ANX; Dep; F.ost = MAACL 
Pearson Correlations 
Host-1 Host-2 St-1 State 2 
0.3286 0.0187 0.2466 
0.0909 0.3452 0.2466 
0.7006 0.2658 0.4201 0.0863 
0.2710 o. 7209, 0.1817 o.s230: 
0.307 0.3286 0.0909 
o .• 3071 0.0187 0.3452. 
0.7363 0.3097 0.4235 0.0097 
0.3038 o. 7325 0.1448 0.4364 
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Appendix H 
I 
l 
Group 
Power.Analysis 
Pbst - A - State 
l =mi= (40.80 - 39.107l)z = 2.8659 
2 = mi= (39.4231 - 39.1071) 2 = 0.0998 
3 = mi= (38.8235 - 39.1071) 2 = 0.0804 
4 = mi= (36. 8636 - 39 .1071) z. = 5. 0332 
o-m = 
a'm = 
c:r rn = 
f = 
8.0793 
. 
~~= 2.019825 
rn 
~ 2.019825. 
1.4212054 
= 1. 4212054 
7.6457 
f = .1858829 
Power - A = • 05 u=k-1=3 f=.18 n n=- = 28 
k 
Power of Statistical Analysis = • 39 (From graph p. 308-30~ 
Cohen, 1969) 
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Appendix I 
• 
Program For Step Test 
Written in "Basic" for TRS 80 ·eo10.; Canputer 
Fi,.le Code "Big T.:imeri' on Cassette Tape Feb. 1981 
10 For K = 1 to 6 
20 For I= 1 to 13 
23 L = 89: if I =·13 then L = 5 
30 Sound L, I 
40 For J = 1 to 1150 
50 Next J 
60 Next I 
70 For J = 1 to 1165 . Next J , 
.. 
80 Sound 176, 1 \ 
90 For J = 1 to 4660 Next J 
100 Sound 176, 1 
llO For J = 1 to 2330 Next J 
120 Next K 
130 For K = 1 to 6 
133 L = 89: if I= 16 then L = 5 
140 For I= 1 to L6 
143 L = 89: if I= 16 then L = 5 
150 Sound L, 1 
160 For J = 1 to 932 
170 Next J 
180 Next I 
190 For J = 1 to 1398 Next J 
200 Sound 176, 1 
210 For J = 1 to 4660 Next J 
220 Sound 176, 1 
230 For J = 1 to 2330 Next J 
240 Next K 
250 For K = 1 to 6 
260 For I = 1 to 21 
263 L = 89: if I= 21 then L = 5 
270 Sound L, 1 
280 For J = 1 to 699 
290 Next J 
300 Next I 
310 For J = 1 to 1631 : Next J 
320 Sound 176, 1 
330 For J·= 1 to 4660 : Next J 
340 Sound 176, 1 
350 For J = 1 to 2330 : Next J 
360 Next K 
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~ ~ i i ·l=X! 8 fa ·8 ~ 8 ~ § -~ i 8 CJ) ~ ~ § ~- ~ i ~ § ~ ~ ~ C,!, CJ) ~ ~ ~ ii.. 
. 
1 7 16 12 29 32 47 05 12 01 02 12 16 
l 7 17 12 42 46 38 10 04 06 .06 16 15 
1 7 15 10 35 31 32 02 03 06 64 13 20 
1 7 17 12 46 23 46 OS 06 06 04 12 17 
1 7 14 10 39 40 54 09 09 05 04 15 17 
1 7 16 11 39 30 35 02 02 10 08' 15 16 
1 7 15 10 36 32 43 03 09 07 06 14 16 
l 7 17 12 42 44 37 04 00 08 08 12 15 
1 7 14 10 43 43 49 09 10 11 07 11 10 
1 7 17 12 44 37 37 05 05 07 07 17 17 
1 7 17 12 31 30 30 07 06 07 08 15 12 
1 7 17 12 33 49 45 07 08 08 07 13 14 
1 7 15 10 36 31 33 01 01 05 05 14 12 
1 7 15 10 38 56 50 09 09 06 04 16 14 
1 7 16 11 39 41 49 07 10 .06 07 18 16 
1 7 14 89 37 38 36 01 07 06 06 15 16 
1 7 14 09 38 46 46 08 09 06 06 13 16 
l 7 18 12 46 23 43 05 04 06 03 16 20 
1 7 17 12 46 43 48 14 18 07 07 13 14 
1 7 14 09 33 • 25 51 02 02 08 06 15 16' 
1 7 15 10 49 28 40 03 08 08 04 09 10 
1 7 14 09 37 38 32 03 04 06 07 19 18 
1 7 14 09 38 so· 37 08 03 02 02 15 14 
1 7 16 10 47 27 34 06 04 09 01 14 17 
1 7 14 09 35 36 34 09 10 14 12 15 13 
1 7, 17 12 51 46 28 06 04 10 07 16 16 
1 7 14 09 45 30 37 07 08 09 05 16 14 
1 7 15 09 41 43 45 09 08 07 11 13 12 
1 7 16 11 48 45 38 02 05 08 08 12 15 
1 7 17 10 51 45 50 03 07 10 10 11 15 
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,?\ppendix K 
2 5 14 09 40· 47 33 08 02 02 0~ 17 12 
2 5 16 10 35 42 32 09 07 06 02 12 15 
2 5 15 09 44 35 42 05 08 11 06 13 12 
2 .5 17 11 36 28 35 03 01 19 14 09 11 
2 5 15 10 43 54 39 10 09 11 13 11 12 
2 5 17 11 31 38 41 03 04 14 14 10 11 
2 1 15 09 38 32 41 07 07 11 10 13 12 
2 1 16 10 44 42 27 10 09 13 13 10 11 
2 l 17 11 55 59 40 08. 06 17 14 13 13 
2 1 15 09 59 60 65 05 06 13 08 13 12 
2 5 17 12 43 37 38 10 o'a-. 19 18 12 13 
2 3 16 11 34 34 36 04 02 09 07 18 13 
2 3 17 12 45 30 46 02 01 04 04 16 17 
2 3 16 11 31 '33 34 04 04 07 10 15 15 
2 3 18 11 58 52 55 08 11 06 01 15 14 
2 3 16 11 35 47- 47 08 09 08 08 14 13 
2 3 16 11 34 34 32 06 02 06 01 13 19 
2 2 17 12 45 38 54 02 14. 13 07 11 14 
2 2 15 10 49 39 40 10 08 13 13 12 15 
2 2 15· 10 41 39 43 03 05 10 07 11 16 
2 2 15 10 43 30 38 09 07 13 13 12 10 
2 1 18 12 28 33 31 07 01 13 07 11 13 
2 1 18 12 43 40 37 08 05 13 07 12 13 
2 1 18 12 45 49 29 03 02 13 07 11 12 
2 1 17 11 59 54 34 05 02 14 08 13 14 
2 l 16 11 52 52 36 09 02 13 i3 12 14 
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Append.ix L 
7 . 3 1 18 13 36 31 33 09 08 13 10 14 9 
B 3 1 23 16 44 31 33 07 06 13 13 10 13 
9, 3 1 18 13 45 40 36 09 07 14 13 10 13 
J 3 1 19 13 43 43 34 11 08 14 13 09 12 
1 3 l 18 13 37 38 35 09 08 14 13 12 11 
3 1 21 16 26 35 27 09 09 14 13 07 12 
3 5 14 09 41 43 38 07 04 13 16 09 09 
3 5 16 11 43 37 37 08 08 19 16 11 11 
3 5 15 10 43 58 44 13 07 07 07 11 14 
3 5 14 09 33 52 49 04 Q7 17 10 10 13 
3 5 16 11 40 37 48 05 o·s 19 15 09 12 
3 5 17 10 46 47 46 09 07 10 08 10 11 
3 1 14 09 45 37 35 07 05 13 09 12 12 
3 1 16 10 30 51 41 11 07 14 11 13 13 
3 1 16 10 41 40 41 09 10 10 13 12 12 
3 1 17 12 35 33 34 07 07 19 19 10 10 
3 1 15 09 48 45 44 09 11 13 07 12 11 
3 3 17 12 ,33 43 55 03 08 13 01 11 18 
3 3 17 12 31 25 27 03 03 04 04 16 18 
3 3 16 11 38 35 39 03 04 08 07 07 12 
3 3 16 11 45 49 52 09 13 10 12 12 12 
3 2 17 12 58 46 35 02 04 13 10 11 13 
3 6 18 12 24 28 51 02 08 13 13 14 13 
3 2 15 10 33 26 27 04 01 15 14 11 12 
3 2 15 10 45 49 48 08 09 13 13 11 13 
3 z 16 11 27 26 28 00 01 19 19 09 11 
3 2 20 15 32 31 53 09 10 11 08 10 12 " 
3 4 16 10 37 38 37 03 10 08 10 17 15 
3 4 17 11 30 33 34 05 05 13 19 13 12 " 
3 1 17 12 35 43 30 10 01 13 08 11 15 
3 1 18 12 39 37 37 04 04 10 07 13 16 
3 1 18 12 27 48 33 12 05 13 08 11 15 
3 l 17 11 41 54 39 07 06 14 10 15 15 
3 1 17 11 44 37 40 08 05 12 07 13 16 
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-4 2 17 12 32 36 35 04 07 13 13 12 12 
·.-4 2 15 10 40 38 41 07 07 11 07 11 13 
-4. 2 15 10 32 30 30 02 02 13 13 12 11 
-4 2 15 10 30 34 33 04 07 13 12 ,14 16 
-4 2 14 09 38 35 26 01 06 16 14 11 13 
-4 5. 16 11 34 3.8 36 04 04 19 16 09 11 
-4 5 15 10 35 43 42 01 03 04 05 13 13 
-4 s 14 09 47 28 41 05 09 08 08 12 12 
-4 5 14 09 37 34 36 03 04 05 04 14 15 
-4 5 10 11 31 '43 26 07 03 09 09 13 14 
-4 5 17 12 37 35 35 05 "o4 14 10 11 11 
-4 5 17 11 46 45 47 08 10 16 14 11 12 
-4 5 17 11 40 27 47 04 07 13 10 10 13 
.-4 1 17 12 36 34 38 09 09 19 19 13 11 
-4 1 17 12 43 38 34 08 07 13 11 13 12 
-4 1 16 11 34 50 28 07 04 14 17 13 11 
-4 1 17 11 35 48 40 06 08 14 15 15 13 
-4 1 16 11 32 29 29 02 01 19 19 10 11 
-4 l 17 12 45 36 35 09 06 16 13 11 14 
-4 1 16 11 41 39 50 08 09 18 15 10 12 
-4 1 16 11 36 41 41 03 04 14 11 12 12 
-4 1 15 10 37 33 41 01 04 15 14 15 12 
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